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Kids, you would have always wondered why Lord

Ganesha has only one teeth and the other one is

broken.

So, the story goes like this.

Parents of Little Lord

Ganesha, Lord Shiva and

Devi Parvati told him not to

allow any one to enter the

room where they were

resting.

“ Ganapati Bappa Morya, Mangal Murti Morya”

At this moment, Sage (Rishi) Parshuram came in

and wanted to meet Lord Shiva. But our brave

little Lord refused him entry, so what happened

next?

Sage Parshuram got very angry and he broke one

of Lord Ganesha’s teeth with his axe. Our beloved

God now only has one cute teeth.

The God with one Teeth!

After Lord Shiva scolded him Sage Parshuram

gave Lord Ganesha a blessing that he will be

known as “EKDAANT” from now onwards.
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Ever wondered why our beloved god has an

elephant’s head! There is an interesting story

behind it.

So, the story goes like this.

Lord Ganesha’s mother

Devi Parvati had told him

not to allow any one to

enter the house while she

went to bathe. Our obedient

Lord was guarding the

house with no fear!

At this moment, Lord Shiva came and asked to

meet Devi Parvati. Lord Ganesha unaware that

Lord Shiva was his father refused him entry.

This angered Lord Shiva and he cut Ganesha’s

head. But upon realizing that Ganesha is his own

son he replaced Little Ganesha head with that of

an Elephant !

The Elephant Headed 

God!
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Lord Ganesha always had his ladoos sent by his

grandmother to his home on Mount kailash. Little

Ganesh loved to eat ladoos all the time!

But one day the laddoos

were less in numbers and

Mother Parvati was worried

how to manage the

situation. The naughty kid

Lord Ganesh will have no

laddoos to consume!

Mother Parvati came up with an idea, she made

another sweet dish which looked like laddoos.

This sweet dish is the Modak which you also love

to eat..

Little Ganesh fell in love with this new sweet dish

Modak and asked everybody to give him as many

Modak’s as possible!

Laddoos & Modaks!
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Lord Ganesha’s vehicle is Mushak Raja, do you

know how he become Lord Ganesha’s Vehicle?

Here is the story which is full of action!

Krauncha was a musician

god who was cursed

(Shraap) by Sage (Rishi)

Vamdeva, and he became a

huge mouse. The mouse

then went on damaging

anybody who came in his

path.

One day, Lord Ganesha came across the huge

mouse when he went to ashram of Sage Parashar.

A huge fight ensured between brave Lord

Ganesha and the huge mouse who wanted to

crush the beautiful ashram.

Ganesha defeated the mouse and put his feet on

the mouse. The mouse Krauncha could not bear

Ganesha’s weight and asked him to become

lighter. The kind God forgave the mouse and from

that day mouse became his vehicle Mushak Raja!

Ganesha’s Vehicle- Mushak!

“ Ganapati Bappa Morya, Mangal Murti Morya”

Wheat Flour Ganesha by 
Manjiri Dhondiyal
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Our Cute Lord is clever also. You know why, here

is an interesting story about it.

Lord Ganesh and his brother

Karitkeya had found the “fruit

of knowledge” and were

fighting like we do with our

brothers and sisters on who

will have the fruit. So, Papa

Lord Shiva set a challenge to

Ganesh and His brother

Kartikeya that whoever circles

the world 3 times fastest will

eat the “fruit of knowledge”.

So Kartikeya immediately started the journey on

his peacock. But our little Ganesha, started

circling his parents – Lord Shiva and Devi Parvati.

Lord Shiva was surprised, and asked Ganesha

why was he going around them instead of going

around the world. Clever Ganesha replied “ My

parents are more than the world, they are my

Universe, so why do I go around the world then!”

Clever Ganesha!

“ Ganapati Bappa Morya, Mangal Murti Morya”

Little Ganesh won and got the fruit of knowledge!
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Once Lord Ganesha had milk and rice but did not

know how to make Kheer. He took form of a boy

and entered a village. There he started asking if

someone can help me.

A poor woman agreed to help

Lord Ganesha and make

kheer. Happily Lord Ganesha

who was disguised as a

young boy left to play saying

he will come back for kheer.

Once the tasty kheer was

cooked, the poor woman just

To her surprise, no matter how much she ate the

kheer just would not finish. When Lord Ganesha

disguised as a young boy returned she apologized

for eating the kheer. Lord Ganesha coming back

to his godly form said “I also ate kheer when you

offered it to my idol:, He blessed her with wealth

and health!

Sweet Kheer

(Sweet rice pudding!)

“ Ganapati Bappa Morya, Mangal Murti Morya”

could not resist eating it due to hunger. She

offered some to Ganesha idol in her hut and

began eating without waiting for the boy.
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Do you know who wrote the epic Mahabharata. We

all know Rishi Vyas recited the Mahabharata but it

is our Lord Ganesha who wrote it.

Mythology says that, Rishi

Vyas recited Mahabharata for

three continuous years.

Lord Ganesha wrote the

whole epic and he also

understood every verse of the

great epic.

Kids, we all know the great story of Mahabharata.

It was an epic battle between the Kauravas and

the Pandavas. The Pandavas were guided by Lord

Krishna. It was fight between the evil and good,

with good triumphing with win of the Pandavas.

This brought virtue and goodness back to the

world.

Mahabharata!
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Thank You, Hope you enjoyed reading.
For more visit my blog : 

https://thescribllingdad.wordpress.com/

Vakratunda Mahakaya, 

Surya Koti Samaprabaha

Nirvighnam Kurumedeva Sarva 

Karyeshu Sarvada

Meaning:

I pray to the Lord who has a curved trunk and huge 

body!

I pray to the Lord who glows like million suns!

I pray to the Lord who removes all my obstacles!

Bless me before I start any work and have your 

blessings on me always!
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